
OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH  
VAULT COMICS
JABberwocky is excited to work with Vault Comics, 
an independent, creator-owned comic book publisher 
founded in 2016. The impetus behind Vault Comics began with 
brothers Adrian and Damian Wassel, who saw DAW and Tor’s 
dedication to sci-fi/fantasy titles and then decided that the comic 
book world needed a publisher with a similar philosophy. We 
represent foreign rights on their behalf for all titles.

For an up-to-date list of the Vault Comics titles we represent, 
visit our dedicated rights page:  

www.awfulagent.com/vault-comics

Alien Bounty Hunter (2017)
Colossi (2017)
Cult Classic: Return to  

Whisper (2018)
Cult Classic: The Monster in King 

Lake (October 2018)
Deep Roots (April 2018)
Deuce of Hearts (2017)
Duplicant (November 2018)
Failsafe (2017)
Fearscape (July 2018)
Fissure (2017)
Friendo (September 2018)
Heathen (2017) 
Karma Police (2017)

Maxwell’s Demons (2017)
Monoluminant (May 2018)
Morning Star (August 2018)
Powerless (2017)
Ragmop: The World Needs 

Laughter (July 2018)
Reactor (2017)
Relics of Youth (May 2018)
Songs for the Dead (2018)
Spiritus (2017)
Stalag-X (2018) 
These Savage Shores (June 2018)
Vagrant Queen (May 2018)
Wasted Space (April 2018)
Zojaqan (2017)

**Rights sold are denoted by issue number**

Current Vault Comics titles:

http://www.awfulagent.com/vault-comics


Natasha Alterici Fantasy

HEATHEN (#1-7)  

ALIEN BOUNTY HUNTER  (#1-5)

Adrian Wassel and David Booher Science Fiction

Rights sold: Italy (#1-4) – Tunué Spain (#1-12)  – Astiberri

Rights sold: Film/TV – Mark Wahlberg and Stephen Levinson

Aydis is a viking, a warrior, an outcast, and a self-proclaimed heathen. 
Born into a time of warfare and subjugation of women, she’s on a 
mission to end the oppressive reign of Odin.

“Don’t…write HEATHEN off as a title aimed exclusively at women. It’s 
a testament that Natasha Alterici was able to weave a story that can be 
embraced and enjoyed by anyone.” 
–The Pullbox

“I want epics with female leads, and fortunately HEATHEN fulfills that 
desire in a big way, while also adding its own unique touch with themes 
that are as contemporary as they are timeless.” 
–Women Write About Comics

Created by Stephen Levinson—producer of Ballers and Boardwalk 
Empire—this action-packed adventure is both an homage to and a 
send-up of classic adventure films.

“Intricate world-building meets a charismatic lead character, who we follow 
into a compelling and shadowy sci-fi world.” 
–Batman’s Bookcase

“Come for the story, stay for the incredible visuals.” 
–Multiversity Comics

“Adrian Wassel and David Booher have put together the penultimate action 
flick in comic book form.” 
–The Pullbox

“The writing from Wassel and Booher is absolutely breathtaking…Pair that with the stellar art 
work…and you have an absolute must read comic.” 
–Comic Hunter

ISSUE #8 FORTHCOMING MAY 2018  
TRADE #2 FORTHCOMING JUNE 2018

TRADE #1 FORTHCOMING APRIL 2018

One of the “2018 Great Graphic Novels for Teens” from YALSA!



Donny Cates Science Fiction

REACTOR  (#1-3)

MAXWELL’S DEMONS  (#1-5)

Deniz Camp Science Fiction

Rights available

Rights available

MAXWELL’S DEMONS will be included in 
Free Comic Book Day on May 5, 2018!

“…a fantastic comic blending horror, sci-fi, and action genres to deliver a 
truly unique experience.” 
–Comic Crusaders

“…if you ever find yourself wondering where you can find a comic that 
feels like a summer blockbuster, with all the excitement and humor and 
drama that comes with it, then REACTOR is it.” 
–Multiversity Comics

“This series belongs to that sacred category of pulp fiction that wants nothing more than to excite 
and entertain…It’s just old fashioned vampire-killing fun, and I’m glad it exists.” 
–Doom Rocket

“MAXWELL’S DEMONS isn’t an easy comic to read emotionally. It’s the 
kind of comic where you almost need something else to read afterward, 
to help cool down, but painful stories exist for a reason. MAXWELL’S 
DEMONS wouldn’t hurt so much if we didn’t care about Max’s journey.” 
–The Geeked Gods

“If you’ve ever wanted to know what a Pixar movie directed by David 
Fincher would look like, I would suggest you take a look at MAXWELL’S 
DEMONS.” 
–Multiversity Comics

TRADE #1 FORTHCOMING MAY 2018

ISSUE #4 FORTHCOMING APRIL 2018 
TRADE #1 FORTHCOMING JUNE 2018

A sequel to Interceptor but able to stand alone, REACTOR is a whole 
new entry into the world of vampire warfare, overpowered mechsuits, 
and 10-year-old presidents.

Smartly written and dark, this gem has set the comics world on fire with 
its emotionally challenging, engaging story and stunning art.



WHITE SAND  (#1-2)
Brandon Sanderson’s graphic novel debut is an adaptation of previously 
unpublished work set in the Cosmere universe.
“WHITE SAND is a spectacular new saga for lovers of fantasy and 
adventure.” 
–Comic Book Round Up 
“This book is amazing…Highly recommend.” 
–Kirkus
“Brandon Sanderson is well known for his ability to craft believable worlds...
and to place the reader at the heart of each tale…WHITE SAND is...a blend 

of magic and culture that’s sure to amaze many, and spark further conversation among Sanderfans.” 
–Geekritique

Rights sold:
Bulgaria (#1) – Studio Art Line
Poland (#1-3) – MAG

Spain (#1) – Ediciones B
Turkey (#1) – Arkadas
World Graphic Novel (#1-3) – Dynamite

Book 1 was a #2 New York Times bestseller 
and book 2 was #1 on BookScan’s Graphic Novel chart!

Brandon Sanderson New York Times Bestseller

Some of JABberwocky’s bestselling clients  
have titles adapted into comic books!

Jack Campbell Science Fiction

This comic series, adapted from Jack Campbell’s New York Times bestselling 
Lost Fleet books, reveals the fate of Michael Geary, an officer in the Alliance 
Navy and a descendant of Black Jack.

Rights sold: World All Languages (#1-9) – Titan Comics

THE LOST FLEET: CORSAIR  (#1-5)

“The action is thick and fast and the visuals are truly stunning.” 
–Scifi Pulse
“CORSAIR is set in the same universe as the novels, but is a great new story 
with new characters, so don’t be too worried you’d have to read all the books!” 
–Down the Tubes 
“This series serves as great introduction for those who are not familiar with The Lost Fleet series. It 
also serves as an exciting new chapter for fans of the books…Not short on action, The Lost Fleet 
delivers an epic space opera filled with action and intrigue. Full of creative dialogue and stunning 
visuals by Andre Siregar, this comic is the whole package for any sci-fi fan.” 
–Pastrami Nation

ISSUES #6-9 UNDER CONTRACT TO TITAN COMICS

WHITE SAND #3 FORTHCOMING FROM DYNAMITE



Charlaine Harris Mystery

Rights sold: World Graphic Novel (#1-4) – Dynamite

Charlaine Harris’ successful Harper Connelly series comes to life in these 
beautiful comics.

GRAVE SIGHT (#1-3)  

“Should make Harper…as popular as Sookie Stackhouse.” 
–Publishers Weekly
“Every series Charlaine Harris creates is utterly fantastic.” 
–Midwest Book Review
“The Harper series is dark indeed, as can be expected when it’s all about a 
woman’s ability to find the truth of death. But this is also a series with real 
heart—seen in the bond between Harper and Tolliver…” 
–ALPHA Reader
“The writing by Charliane Harris and Royal McGraw is fantastic and addictive over the course of 
eight chapters…I would definitely recommend this not only to fans of Charlaine Harris but also to 
any lovers of this mystery-fiction genre as you will be hooked in from the start…” 
–Impulse Gamer

Rights sold:
Brazil (#1) – Valentina
France (#1-3) – J’ai Lu***
Germany (#1-3) – Panini***
N. America (#1-3) – InkLit***

N. America (#3) – Dynamite
UK (#1-3) – Jo Fletcher
World English Audio (#1-3) – Cutting
Flim/TV – Allegiance***

HAUNTED (#3) FORTHCOMING AUGUST 2018

These speculative graphic novels follow a young woman as she comes to terms 
with her newfound power and a past she can’t remember.

“Calexa is a terrific heroine. She begins as a beaten-down victim and slowly puts 
together a new life, [with] no personal memories to rely on for guidance.” 
–Fang Fiction
“It has echoes of US TV series such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer [and] Teen Wolf.” 
–Amazing Stories

“... an intriguing plot, strong main character, and a good set up for the next 
books in the series.” 
–The Canon
“This graphic novel was well written and has a brilliant premise. I loved the 
pacing and the mystery surrounding the main character, Calexa, and how she 
ended up in the cemetery.” 
–Compelling Reads

THE PRETENDERS (#1)  AND INHERITANCE (#2)  

Cemetery Girl


